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chinafrika.under construction
JOCHEN BECKER | ARTISTIC DIRECTOR

The Globalisation of Globalisation?

Up to 2 million Chinese citizens are supposedly currently
residing on the African continent. By the beginning of the
21st century, the Chinese government had begun giving top
priority worldwide to the extraction of raw materials in order
to produce cheap goods for the world market in the Pearl
River Delta’s “factory of the world”, as well at other places
in China. The exploitation of Congolese coltan mines for
millions of smartphones produced by a Taiwanese company
in Shenzhen for a US-American company demonstrates
how this globalised capitalism is linked across continents via
container ships, airlines, data cables or standards. A lesser
known fact is that between 100 000 to 500 000 African
citizens are also supposedly residing in China as traders,
service providers, government officials or students.
Globalisation is often defined as trade relations, as political
power game, or as a cultural relationship primarily between
the West and the Global South. In most cases, this is the
result of colonial and imperial history and conditions, as well
as the accompanying dominance of the Northern half of the
globe over the Southern half. However, these circumstances
are changing as the formerly colonised “developing nation”
China is not only massively exploiting resources on the entire
African continent, but also simultaneously investing in it.
The artistic research project Chinafrika. under construction
has set out to trace cultural relationships between China and
Africa in order to portray a global process, which reveals
shifts and is sure to fundamentally alter no less than the
basic understanding of Europe. The “provincialisation of
Europe” (Dipesh Chakrabarty) is already in full swing. The
tricontinental approach to the project disengages itself from
unilateral fixations along former colonial routes (north/south),
by instead offering alternatives (south/south), new options
of mutual reflection (south/north/south) and contrasting,
multiple perspectives.
National governments, business people, as well as individuals
recognise alternatives to the sole fixation on the West: they
can choose between different loan providers and weigh
respective conditions; they receive products and services,
which were not previously available; and they can also
journey out into the world beyond “Fortress Europe” or a
walled-in USA. Comparatively open visa politics, high profit
margins, countless gaps in market coverage, as well as a

growing network of affordable airlines, accommodation
as well as services have - until recently - offered African
“suitcase traders” good market entry conditions into China.
Traders collect small amounts of capital, fly to Guangzhou,
buy mobile phones to the amount of the 32 kilogram free
baggage allowance, import these to domestic markets and
make so much profit that on one of the next trips, they can
load a container with additional cargo or build up a network
of middlemen.
While the global class of the “bourgeoisie has, through its
exploitation of the world market, given a cosmopolitan
character to production and consumption in every country”,
as Marx/Engels stated in 1848 in the Communist Manifesto,
now it is not only transnational top managers who are
moving along the economical axes of globalisation, but
also small independently operating retailers, medium-sized
producers, adventurers or (circular) migrants. And they are
accompanied by new manifestations of “world knowledge”
(Walter Mignolo). So when a Kenyan trader realises in Hong
Kong, that the “traders are bringing the world to Africa”, this
realisation is not limited only to the import of goods, but also
extends to the new impressions and experiences, that travel
with them.
Aside from the flow of goods and finances, there is also an
expansive process of the people mobilising. Social scientist
Gordon Mathews calls it “globalisation from below”, which
“can be defined as the transnational flow of people and
goods involving relatively small amount of capital and
informal, often semi-legal or illegal transactions (....). This is
business without lawyers and copyright, run through skeins
of personal connections and wads of cash.” What Mathews
describes here is an alternative for people, attempting to earn
a living in the “globalisation from below”. It “exists because
it solves problems the globalisation from above cannot, in
providing employment and sufficient income to acquire
goods trumped by the media“.

by the new presence of people and habits. Are we currently
experiencing a globalisation of globalisation?
“Chinafrika” is “under construction”, embedded in a
radically neo-liberal market process, and simultaneously in
search of a liberating “alter-modernity” (Mignolo)1 beyond
the Western models of modernism, post-modernism
or anti-modernism. Chinafrika, under construction
contemplates from a two-fold perspective both the massive
scale of this geo-strategically planned reorganisation as
well as the simultaneously, the finely nuanced capillary
network of local and individual courses of action. The
project therefore offers African, Chinese and European
artists and curators, theorists and protagonists the chance
to develop shared artistic, as well as theoretical positions
– and explore new developments and phenomena in the
fields of artistic practice and visual cultures, everyday social
life, as well as architecture and urbanism. The project is
currently concentrating on the Copperbelt in Northern
Zambia and the South-Eastern Democratic Republic of
Congo as a hub for the extraction and transport of raw
materials, as well as on the megacities Lagos (Nigeria),
Johannesburg (South Africa), Addis Abeba (Ethiopia) and
Algiers (Algeria). In China, we are focusing on the Pearl
River Delta with its African trade centers in Hong Kong,
Guangzhou and the free-trade zone in Shenzhen. These
will be presented in a mobile “under construction” format
in workshops and conferences, exhibitions, performances,
film screenings and publications on all three continents.
Working groups in Guangzhou, Johannesburg, Lagos and
Lubumbashi are developing lines of inquiry and reflections
in order to generate local research, theory and works of
art while simultaneously consolidating local debate. The
following magazine is a contribution by the Southern
Africa Research Group based out of Johannesburg,
whilst simultaneously framing the entire project from the
perspective of Southern Africa.
Project Heads: Jochen Becker/metroZones with Daniel Kötter

The project Chinafrika. under construction therefore places
special emphasis on the mutual overlapping of Sino-African
cultures: the ways in which life perspectives change due to
new, international relationships and orientations; the ways in
which objects and images of the “other” culture penetrate
everyday life; and the ways in urban spaces are transformed

www.metroZones.info
www.chinafrika.org

1 The decolonization of an antagonistic “alter-modernity” has its historical roots in the Bandung
Conference of 1955, in which representatives of 29 African and Asian countries participated. “The
main goal of the conference was to find common ground and shared future perspective, as could
neither be found in capitalism nor in communism: this path was comprised of ‘decolonialisation’.
(...) The most sustainable legacy of the Bandung Conference was detachment”. (Walter Mignolo)

Jochen Becker is an author, lecturer and curator based in Berlin, Germany. He is a founding member of metroZones – Center
for Urban Affairs, an independent association for critical urban research. Becker is editor of several publications, including of
BIGNES? (2001), Kabul/Teheran 1979 (2006), and Urban Prayers (2011). He has co-curated exhibitions The Urban Cultures of Global
Prayers (2012/13, nGbK Berlin, Camera Austria, Graz) and Self Made Urbanism Rome (2013, nGbK Berlin; 2014, Rome). He was
artistic director of the Global Prayers Project at Haus der Kulturen der Welt in Berlin.
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chinafrika: Southern Africa Research Group
MICHAEL MACGARRY | GROUP FACILITATOR

The Southern Africa Research Group based out
of Johannesburg (of which this publication is a
primary mechanism) for the Chinafrika. under
construction project consists of a core ensemble of
Daniel Halter, Dr. Cobus van Staden, Juliette Leebdu Toit, Richard Poplak, Dr. Ruth Simbao, Moffat
Takadiwa and myself. Supported by a broader
contributor base of Sammy Baloji, Samuel Fosso,
William Kentridge, Stary Mwaba, Ella Raidal, Warren
Siebrits and James Webb – with multiple levels of
form and involvement within that. The Chinafrika
project has similar such groups working in Lagos,
Lubumbashi and Guangzhou – all producing public
programmes and contributing to an exhibition at
Museum of Contemporary Art Leipzig from 02 June
2017. In that sense the project could be understood
as an endeavour within the contemporary arts
alone. Yet in researching and curating this research
group, many of the stakeholders I came into
contact with were not artists at all. Rather writers,
journalists, and academics. Perhaps given the deep,
and lasting trauma of South Africa's history and
the attendant focus in the post-apartheid context
on cultural production as articulations of self,
identity politics and associated micro-narratives
– the desire to invest in cultural responses to a
macro (and frankly often quite abstract subject
like Africa-China) simply isn't a strong one. Or it
talks, in part, to South Africa’s continued strained
relationship with the rest of the continent. As
a result, a strategy of engagement was borne
that focused on this printed publication whose
scripto/visual form allowed writers, academics
and journalists to contribute in the same forum
as sculptors, photographers and filmmakers,
and vice-versa. As with a great many things in
researching the Africa-China phenomenon this
publication is an alloy or conceptual hybrid that
was shaped into making largely by its own content
and human capital. There are no sociologists
within the group, nor political science specialists
or even a lone economist. Contained within this

publication are individual cultural responses to
the single largest socio-economic and political
juggernaut of Africa's 21st century. The idea of the
Africa-China relationship as being so contemporary
that the Western media – as described in Dr. van
Staden's essay – perpetually seem to rediscover
the subject as a major news item, only to somehow
forget it in a uniquely Western, Sisyphean amnesia
cycle. And yet the relationship is not a new one,
as evidenced in the rather challenged woodcutprint-as-propaganda on the opposite page, dating
from 1958. As constructed and hierarchically
problematic an image that it is, the rallying chorus
of "neo-colonialism" raised by the West at the
beginning of the Africa-China relationship nearly
10 years ago – and a strategy that occasionally is
operationalised in Western media still today – has
always struck me as an absurd construction. Not
only in terms of the practical reality on the ground
in specific contexts like Angola and Nigeria with
large resident populations of Chinese-nationals,
but most obviously in comparison to the industrialscale violence and oppression under the Western
aegis of ill-defined notions of progress, modernity
and dual-mandates that dominated and actively
crushed the majority of historical societies and
cultures across Africa in the previous century and
two centuries before. Or possibly the West just
assumes we are all pathological. That said, I do not
believe within the context of contemporary Africa
that the People's Republic of China is a benevolent
presence; there are structurally problematic
agendas and there is political coercion and there
is a very murky future. And yet there is also hope.
Forged in the fact that the African continent has
collectively and at a nation-state level, the first
viable alternative to the West in more than 500
years. 1 And that is certainly something to celebrate,
to investment time and energy in exploring
1 The subject of the U.S.S.R. in Africa is content for another publication...

Michael MacGarry is a visual artist and filmmaker based in Johannesburg, South Africa. He holds an MFA from the
University of the Witwatersrand (2004) and has exhibited internationally for ten years including TATE Modern, Guggenheim
Bilbao, 19th VideoBrasil, 62nd Short Film Festival Oberhausen, International Film Festival Rotterdam and Les Rencontres
Internationales. MacGarry's practice is focused on researching narratives and histories of socio-economics, politics and
objects within the context of Africa, principally in spaces where contemporary life is in a state of invention and flux.
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Savior
Two-colour woodblock print on rice paper
Author unknown
1958
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Samuel Fosso
B. 1962 | PHOTOGRAPHER | BANGUI, CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC / PARIS, FRANCE

As in all my works, I am both character and director.
I don’t put myself in the photographs: my work is
based on specific situations and people I am familiar
with, things I desire, rework in my imagination and
afterward, I interpret. I borrow an identity. In order to
succeed I immerse myself in the necessary physical
and mental state. It’s a way of freeing me from myself.
A solitary path. I am a solitary man.
– Samuel Fosso

Emperor of Africa SFEA 1936
Autoportrait series

Samuel Fosso is an internationally renowned Cameroonian photographer who has worked for most of his career in
the Central African Republic. Fosso lived in Nigeria as a child, but the conflict caused by the secession of Biafra in
the late 1960s forced his family to flee to Bangui, Central African Republic, where he ultimately settled. He discovered
photography in his early teens while working as a shoemaker, and by 1975 after a brief apprenticeship with a local
photographer, he had opened his own studio. His work is best known for an ongoing series of self-portraits taken with
various guises and constructed identities, often commenting on the history of Africa.
Images courtesy Jean Marc Patras / Paris, © Samuel Fosso 2013
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Emperor of Africa SFEA 1958
Autoportrait series
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Dr. Cobus van Staden
b. 1974 | ACADEMIC, JOURNALIST | JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH AFRICA

Haunting the Past, Haunting the Future:
China-Africa, and the West.
The booming relationship between China and
Africa is frequently narrated as a number of
bullet points. So here goes: China is now Africa’s
top trading partner, with bilateral trade figures
1
hitting R200 billion in 2014 . It is one of Africa’s
fastest-growing investors, albeit not Africa’s top
2
investment partner. It is the biggest external
funder of African infrastructure, contributing
about $21 billion in 2015. About a quarter of all
infrastructure built in Africa in 2015 was funded by
3
Chinese banks and built by Chinese companies.
The list of figures only goes so far. It provides
an outline of the relationship, but not its heart.
It doesn’t show us what this relationship means
to the people involved. The contributions to this
exhibition provide different glimpses of how
Chinese and Africans make sense of a relationship
that will be key to Africa’s 21st century. But there
is a third participant in China-Africa relations: the
West. The very fact that this exhibition kicks off in
Germany shows that the West is involved, and on
the surface, it seems to be playing its normal role:
that of impartial observer. The West has become
extraordinarily proficient at keeping tabs on things.
Networks of universities, think tanks, intelligence
organisations and thousands of grad students
working tirelessly to weave the events of the
world into Western knowledge. The China-Africa
relationship is no exception.
But the West is much more than an impartial
observer here. In fact, the relationship between
China and Africa challenges the West’s selfconception to a profound degree. This is because
the West’s relationship with Africa is unlike any
other relationship.
In this brief essay, I take an initial stab at outlining
some of the impacts of Africa’s growing
relationship with China on the West. This is
essentially a speculative process, where I need to
let go of the handrail of figures, and sometimes
take wild leaps. But I feel the context of this
exhibition is the best space for the exploration of
these issues – art is the home of ambiguity. I argue
that the West is affected to its core by the ChinaAfrica relationship, and its involvement is entangled
with both Africa and China. It is the nature of this
entanglement, rather than the size of the China-

Dr. Cobus van Staden is the co-host of the weekly China in Africa podcast and co-moderator of the China Africa
Project’s popular Facebook community. He is a South African journalist and academic who started his career in 1998 as
a TV reporter for the South African Broadcasting Corporation. In 2001, he went to graduate school in Japan, earning
a Master’s degree and a Ph.D. in Media Studies from the University of Nagoya. After his return to South Africa, he
worked as an investigative journalist for the award-winning news show Special Assignment. He is currently on the faculty
of the Media Studies at the University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg – tracking the expansion of Chinese and
Japanese media interests in Africa.
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Africa relationship, which makes it one of the key
geopolitical relationships of the 21st century.
The genesis of this argument lies in a recent
realisation: despite the fact that the China-Africa
relationship is so well documented, notably by
Western researchers, the West seemingly keeps
forgetting about it. I co-run the China-Africa Project,
a multi-platform service dedicated to covering the
relationship. This means reading a lot of China-Africa
coverage, and I have noticed an odd rhythm. Every
few months The New York Times, The Guardian,
Slate, suddenly seems to wake up and realize afresh
that China-Africa is now a thing.
On the surface, simple disinterest, as well as
the difficulties of covering African news, seem
sufficient explanations for the way the China-Africa
relationship constantly slips from view. But simple
indifference can’t explain the reactions that do
come up. The West constantly finds China-Africa
relations a nasty surprise. It seems upsetting how
it touches on so many issues. Governance, debt,
natural resources, human rights, military leverage
– they all come up. Western commentators on the
China-Africa Project forums are outraged – all-caps
outraged – by the trade in ivory from Africa to
China, while the United States’ own status as the
number two market for illegal ivory doesn’t get
nearly the same reaction. These could all be simply
coincidences. But they could be complex reactions
to a larger, more inchoate reality.
Africans frequently complain of the rhetorical
flattening their continent undergoes in Western
mouths. ‘I’m going to Africa’ reads the Instagram
update. No country name necessary. Jokes
about how the continent’s complexity is erased
have become their own cliché. This is not simply
because of ignorance, but because ‘Africa’ is
not a place - it is a mechanism of Western selfconstruction. ‘Africa’ is so broad a concept as to be
almost useless to Africans except when discussing
the inequities of global systems of power and
money. It is much more useful to Westerners
because it lies in the West’s unconscious - the
space where it defines itself, where Africa,
frequently forgotten in waking moments, lurks to
trouble and aid the West’s self-definition.

One has to be careful here. Africa has different
relationships with different international actors,
and these have changed extensively over time. Yet
there is also key ways in which the United States,
France, the United Kingdom, Canada, and so on
share a certain ‘West-ness’, a certain conception
of a position in the world. This is a position a rich
country like Japan has historically aspired to and
never quite reached, because it only partially
relates to economic might. It is the clubbiness
against which China sometimes defines itself. This
is the deep subconscious space of nations, and it
is here where Africa’s real function for the West
becomes clear.
Africa is and has always been a source of raw
materials. Gold and oil, cobalt and cocoa - it
all flows out. But more consistently, Africa is a
perpetual source of metaphor. More bluntly:
Africa’s role in the Western subconscious is as a
shape-shifting entity that at every turn defines
what it means to be Western. More than any other
ex-colony, Africa plays the indispensable role of
the non-West - an all-purpose counter-example,
useful no matter how one wants to define oneself.
Does the West want to think of itself as civilised?
Here is barbarian Africa. Modern and tolerant?
Homophobia in Uganda. Beset by rightwing
lunatics? Homophobia in Uganda again! This time
innocent naïve Ugandans corrupted by American
evangelicals. A polluted, overconsuming West?
Africa hastens to the conversation with an armful
of wise women reminding you that we are all the
children of the sun or some bullshit.
It’s cheap. A tawdry parade of big-eyed children,
military strongmen, singing villagers. The problem
of course is that it’s all an illusion - these images of
Africa don’t represent any real attempt to engage
with Africa. They represent its opposite: an evasion
of engagement. These stereotypes of Africa are
commodities, the same as oil and cobalt. They are
traded in a symbolic economy through which the
West mentally constructs and reconstructs itself.
From the preceding, one could immediately jump
to the wrong conclusion: that the West isn’t trying
hard enough to engage with the ‘real’ Africa, and
that ‘real’ engagement is just a handshake away, if
only the West would try harder.
But no. Popular Western disinterest in Africa is only
one side of the problem. An arguably even more
pernicious side is all the ways in which the West tries
and tries again. Africa has provided the liberal West
with a gift of sorts: constant terrifying need. Africa
perpetually needs to be saved. Save the children/
animals/women of Africa - if you won’t, who will?
In a great one-liner, Vijay Prashad argued that for
the West, the third world is never a place, always a
4
project. It was so when the West was imposing
its languages and dress-codes on Africa, and it is so
today, with Western NGOs tracking water provision
and forest cover up and down the continent.
While colonised Africa had these attentions pressed
upon it, during the twentieth century many African
governments became deeply complicit in this
system. Aid critics like Dambisa Moyo have pointed
out how the aid system led to flagrant African
corruption, with little economic growth in return. Yet
this failure became yet another reason to keep the
5
aid system going. Yet another project.

A lot of criticism can be leveled at the West for the
problems of the aid system. But African societies
are deeply complicit in this system. By that I don’t
only mean the corrupt elite (always so easy to
criticize and mentally separate from the good
people of Africa - so vibrant! so resilient!) I am
also referring to the payments of dignity and time
made by non-powerful Africans to gain a little from
transnational flows of aid and debt and interest
and fundraising. Many Africans have found their
lives increasingly entwined with Western NGOs.
Communities send kids to classrooms staffed with
Peace Corps volunteers, they listen patiently while
20-year olds from Oslo and Copenhagen explain to
them how to dig wells. Africa is deeply complicit in
its own project-ification. How seriously is anyone
(including - especially - the West) supposed to
take the protestations of independence of people
who seem so happy to be turned into paragraph 3
of some Ohioan’s college application essay?
I realize how heartless I’m sounding. What other
options do these people have? Is it so bad to get a
little education out of these initiatives? Of course
not. But what is given in return? What we see here
is a form of African jijutsu - the skill of retaining
private judgment while selling the spectacle of
your compliance. Africa takes care to never be
more unknowable to the West than in one-on-one
encounters. It is exactly in the moment of closest
proximity that the distance yawns the widest.
Why? For self-preservation of course. If part of the
price of healthcare or education becomes taking
selfies with the volunteer provider and having them
believe that they made friends with your toddler,
you have to find a way of keeping a bit of yourself
to yourself. The price here is feeding Western
self-regard. And wasn’t Western self-regard the
problem in the first place? If feeding the other’s
fantasies is such a central part of the economy,
what of one’s own fantasies?
Remember here Arjun Appadurai’s key insight that with the explosion of media flows, we have
seen the global expansion of fantasy. People can
imagine in detail what it would be like to leave a
place they could never afford to leave. Or - more
pointedly - what it would be like to live in a place to
6
which you could never get a visa.
It is exactly at this juncture that Africa’s relationship
with China becomes so disruptive. China troubles
and changes the symbolic economy to which both
the West and Africa have become accustomed.
We are still trying to work out what the effect will
be of China’s engagement with Africa. In Western
commentators’ attempts to figure it out, we hear
the symbolic economy creaking as it tries to keep
up with 21st century realities. What will become
of Africa, commentators ask. Will it be colonised
again? Because, what else could happen to it?
Being colonized is Africa’s only role in this symbolic
scheme. So now, China is cast as the coloniser, and
the West gains the dream role of defending Africa
from colonisers.
But the old game is broken, and it spins out
different anxieties for different Western audiences.
China’s presence in Africa is increasingly showing
up in rightwing American forums in complaints
that the United States is ‘losing’ Africa, and calls for
the Trump administration to increase militarisation
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of the American presence on the continent. In
a recent article in Deutsche Welle, readers were
assured that Africans love Western second-hand
clothes, especially from Europe, because they
are such good quality, unlike all those cheap
Chinese appliances that keep breaking (and yet
8
somehow keep being bought). In these disparate
narratives of China-Africa relations one sees the
West grasping for its place in the story. The easy
assumptions about Africa - about its needs, its
emptiness, its lack, don’t fit anymore. Not because
Africa has overcome its needs – according to the
World Bank, Africa will have to invest $93 billion
9
per year to make up infrastructure shortfalls.
But because Africa is now articulating its needs
and putting out tenders to get them filled and
getting the Chinese loans to finance them. In the
articulation of African needs, the West is forced
to confront the fact that not only are Africa’s
needs sometimes quite different from Western
ideas of African needs (civil society development?
not so much,) but also that even where it clearly
understands African needs, the contemporary
West can do little to fulfill them.
Take the Obama administration’s Power Africa
electrification initiative. Announced in 2013, with
promises to add 30,000 megawatts to Africa’s
electricity capacity by 2030, only 374MW was
10
up and running by 2016, and the project faces
11
an uncertain future under Trump. Meanwhile,
30% of all electrification projects in Sub-Saharan
Africa between 2010 and 2015 had a Chinese
12
main contractor. Some of these are renewable
13
electricity projects, and some deeply polluting, all
depending on what the African government wants.
In response to this level of engagement, then
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton couldn’t really
offer substantial economic incentives, and couched
her counterargument in moral terms: "[Unlike
certain other countries] America will stand up for
democracy and universal human rights even when
it might be easier to look the other way and keep
14
the resources flowing."
She didn’t mention China by name, but everyone
knew who she meant. This kind of dismissal covers
up the fact that the West finds itself challenged: in
the first place, its perception of itself as a natural
provider is under threat. African leaders are
making the hard-nosed calculation that by aligning
themselves with China, they might at least get
a railway out of the deal, even if the relationship
between their two countries remains grossly
unequal. What would they get by rejecting China in
favor of the West? An honorary doctorate?
On a wider scale, what is being challenged
by China in Africa is the idea of modernity as
fundamentally Western: the idea that in order to be
rich like us, you have to be modern like us, and our
modernity is the only kind of modernity. That idea
has been prevalent in relations between the West
and Africa for centuries. It asks Africa to ignore the
obvious reality that much of the modernity Africa
is asked to aspire to was built on prosperity Africa
directly provided: through slavery, through raw
materials, through interest on debt. Just because
the West has conveniently forgotten this reality
doesn’t mean Africa has. So the calls for Africa
to follow Western models, including the idea
that free market capitalism and free elections fit
together, increasingly ring hollow to certain African
governments. This is not only because Western
modernity was symbolically unmasked by the
global economic crisis of the late 2000s, but also
because the West, who so long used Africa as a
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built-in counter-example, now comes saddled with
its own counter-example. Each Western claim of
development can now be compared with Chinese
modernity. Western modernity isn’t the only
modernity in town anymore, and the playing out
of this trauma of diminishment is going to be the
story of the West’s 21st century.
Nowhere is this more visible than in China’s One
Belt One Road [OBOR] initiative. This ambitious
scheme to connect China via rail over land with
Western Europe, and via a series of ports and
shipping lanes with Kenya and then through the
Suez Canal to Greece, is increasingly central to
15
the Xi administration’s foreign policy. OBOR will
cost roughly $1 trillion to complete (an estimated
$250 billion in OBOR-related projects are already
16
underway,) and many critics have questioned
whether China has the capacity to finish the job.
While that is certainly an important question,
OBOR will have a massive impact on the symbolic
economy governing the West’s relationship with
Africa because it not only presents an alternative
to visions of Western modernity, but also because
its sweep and ambition dwarfs contemporary
Western modernisation schemes. This is not to
argue that OBOR is necessarily a good thing simply that it is big – really big.
To judge OBOR solely by its size and ambition
is crude and over-simplified (after all, much of
it might not even get built), and runs the risk of
feeding into the Xi administration’s own set of
myths about development and China’s relationship
with the global south. So let’s rather focus on a
part of the OBOR development closer to Africa: the
section linking South Asia with Kenya and Egypt.
While the completion of the entire OBOR project is
still in doubt, many of the elements that constitute
its East African outpost are already in place. These
include expanded port facilities in Tanzania and
Kenya, an integrated regional rail network that will
link all of the countries from Ethiopia to Rwanda
17
to Tanzania, and data networks in various East
18
African countries. Most controversially, it also
includes China’s new military facility in Djibouti,
from where peacekeeping and anti-piracy
19
initiatives will be managed.
The effect of OBOR in this part of Africa won’t only
be to link East Africa to China. A more immediate
effect will be to link East Africa to economic
centers closer to home: Dubai and India. Part of
the OBOR-related development in East Africa
aims to set the region up as a logistics hub akin
20
to (and poaching business from) Dubai. The
important point is that this development is an
example of Chinese strategic planning overlapping
with African strategic planning, to different, but
dovetailing effect. No Western planning involved.
The question then becomes: what will African
modernity look like? There is a drama playing
out in Africa-China relations, and that drama isn’t
(necessarily only) the drama of China’s actions in
Africa. It is also the drama of Africa being forced
to articulate itself, to step out of the protective
blankness it has adopted against the West.
That said, it is a mistake to think that Africa is
universally starry-eyed about China. In fact, its
relationship with China has become a unique site
of anxiety. But a lot of that anxiety also conceals
potential. The key difference between Africa’s
relationships with the West and China is that we
still don’t know how the latter will turn out. China
is the big unknown for Africa, while every potential
outcome in its relationship with the West has been

mapped, every possibility exhausted, to mostly
sour effect.
The unknowability manifests in wild stories in the
African press about China’s influence in Africa rumors of China exporting canned human flesh
21
to Zambia, or the current concern about China’s
demand for the gelatin derived from donkey
22
skins. Africa is now in a position where its future
will depend on articulating its own needs, and
stepping away from the symbolic economy where
it acts as a blank screen affirming all comers’
fantasies. This also means refusing to entertain
Chinese fantasies.
But more fundamentally, Africa will have to deprive
the West of the central symbolic position it has
occupied for so long. Africa has to take away the
West’s most noxious fantasy: that its help is central
to Africa’s survival.
It is still uncertain how the West will react to this
act of symbolic deprivation. At present it doesn’t
seem to realise it’s happening, and is mostly
preoccupied with keeping African bodies off
Western shores. It is redundant to point out that
Western nationalism, nativism and the increasing
securitisation of the American presence in Africa
sets up unflattering comparisons with OBOR.
This is not to make the case that China is an
immigration paradise. China has accepted far fewer
immigrants than Western countries and recently
started expelling many African migrants, despite
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the trade dollars they generated. However, unlike
the West, this is symbolically balanced by the
Chinese-built infrastructure on African soil.
Speaking more widely, the current Western
obsession with smallness, with shrinking regional
blocks, questioning trade pacts, and setting
up travel bans, has the inadvertent symbolic
implication of redefining globalisation itself
as a non-Western space. So if China-Africa
relations include the implicit de-Westernisation of
development and modernity, the West currently
seems intent on also removing itself from
globalisation - another key narrative of prosperity
that used to star the West alone (remember ‘cocacolonisation’? Ah - nostalgia.)
The China-Africa relationship has implications for
the world beyond China and Africa. The standard
way that these are articulated usually touch
on China’s economic might, and Africa’s young
population, rapidly growing commodity economies
and wealth of natural resources. I would argue that
this articulation is flawed. At the very least, the
last few years have shown that any Africa Rising
narrative based on the myth of constantly climbing
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commodity prices is shaky at best.
But I would argue that the relationship is massively
important, even if African economies don’t thrive
immediately. This is because the China-Africa
relationship sets up a new, as yet undefined,
symbolic economy, within which Africa can find
new ways of articulating its own needs, its own
position in the world, and its own metaphors. I
would argue that imposing remnants of older
symbolic economies on this relationship is a
fatal mistake. I specifically mean the imposition
of colonialism or neocolonialism on the China25
Africa relationship. Speculating about China’s
neocolonial intent in Africa is a mistake. This is
not because China might not do horrendous and
exploitative things in Africa, but because the West
can never be allowed to escape the historical

weight of the unique crime it perpetrated in Africa.
It can never be allowed the symbolic back door of
imagining itself as someone saving Africa from an
even worse fate than European colonialism. There
is no worse fate than European colonialism.
However good or bad the China-Africa relationship
gets, it has to be articulated as what it is: a historically
unique 21st century phenomenon only describable
in a new symbolic vocabulary which Africans and
Chinese will have to devise for themselves.
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Moffat Takadiwa
b. 1983 | ARTIST | HARARE, ZIMBABWE

Moffat Takadiwa’s practice over the past several years has evolved to elevate found objects into
sculptural forms that engage with issues of cultural identity, spirituality, social practice and the
environment. His work speaks potently to the cultural dominance illustrated by the consumption of
foreign products in Zimbabwe and across Africa.
Takadiwa’s 'object paintings' draw attention to the excess and despair implicit in our daily use of
products and what patterns of consumption emerge when the empty vessels are viewed en masse.
A self described 'spiritual garbage man', Takadiwa reconfigures found consumer waste gleaned from
the streets and dumps of Harare into almost magical compositions that seem to convey the aura of a
totemic or ritualised object.

Moffat Takadiwa was born in Karoi, Zimbabwe in 1983 and lives and works in Harare. A representative of the born
free generation of artists, he is perhaps one of the most geographically widely exhibited and collected of the postindependence generation. Takadiwa has exhibited in all the major institutions in Zimbabwe including the National
Gallery of Zimbabwe in Harare and Bulawayo. For the past several years he has been steadily attracting international
attention with exhibitions in Bangkok, Paris, Amsterdam, New York, London, Berlin and Johannesburg.
Text and images courtesy WHATIFTHEWORLD Gallery.

LEFT

Across Borders
2015
Installation view WHATIFTHEWORLD Gallery,
Cape Town

RIGHT

Printed Modernity
2016
Laptop and computer keys
1600 x 700mm
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Borrowed Sanitary
2016
Found perfume straws, toothpaste packaging
Dimensions variable
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III

The European Union project, which appears to be in its death throes, may one day seem quaint in its
ambitions. Imagine an initiative that links Beijing to Paris, Dubai to Istanbul, Chongqing to Mombasa.
Imagine a network that tracks a history obscured by more prominently told histories. Imagine this
initiative is funded by the People’s Republic of China, and imagine those funds amount to three trillion
American dollars, give or take a few.

Richard Poplak
b. 1973 | WRITER | JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH AFRICA

This particular initiative was first referred to as the “Silk Road Project”, then “One Belt, One Road”. It was
recently renamed by President Xi Jinping as “Belt and Road”. No single infrastructure project in the world
has ever matched it in size, scope, or vision. It is the grandest re-conception of the world order currently
on the books.
IV

Belt & Road

In 1414, Admiral Zheng He, Grand Eunuch of the Three Treasures, set out from the Chinese port of Canton
on an extraordinary journey. His naval retinue dwarfed anything the European powers of the time
could possibly muster—62 galleons, over 100 auxiliary vessels, 868 officers, 26,800 soldiers and sundry
courtiers, eunuchs and servants. This great naval procession, part ceremony and part an act of genuine
cultural curiosity, was called the Star Raft. “About the middle of October 1415,” wrote the preeminent SinoAfrica historian Philip Snow, “as Henry V’s army trudged through the mud of northern France towards
Agincourt, a giraffe from Africa arrived in Peking.”

Tea at the Palaz of Hoon
Not less because in purple I descended
The western day through what you called
The loneliest air, not less was I myself.

Five hundred years later, the giraffe was hailed as a symbol of the revival of the relationship between
Africa and China by a Beijing newspaper.

What was the ointment sprinkled on my beard?
What were the hymns that buzzed beside my ears?
What was the sea whose tide swept through me there?
Out of my mind the golden ointment rained,
And my ears made the blowing hymns they heard.
I was myself the compass of that sea:
I was the world in which I walked, and what I saw
Or heard or felt came not but from myself;
And there I found myself more truly and more strange.
— Wallace Stevens
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Belt and Road mimics the journey of an ancient giraffe, embalmed in ink by Chinese newspaper hacks,
and offered as symbol of age-old politico-historical brotherhood. The project’s intention is to link old
friends and old foes along paths that once enriched the Middle Kingdom and its trading partners prior to
the advent of the European colonial era.
It is not one thing, Belt and Road. It cannot be defined as _________. It is best described as an
adumbration of the future. But nor is it spectral. Projects amounting to $900 million are already
underway. According to Fortune Magazine, Belt and Road, “represents China’s biggest overseas spending
effort ever, a project that, adjusted for inflation, is at least 12 times the size of the Marshall Plan, the historychanging U.S. program that helped rebuild Western Europe from rubble after World War II.”
Think oil and gas pipelines, power plants, power lines, fiber optics cables. Think railways. Think a maritime
route. Think about something beyond the scuzzy, outmoded banality of globalization.

I

Despite all you’ve heard, Africa makes itself.
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An ex-spook named Francis Servain Mirkovic sits in a train speeding. He departed from Milan, and is
traveling to Rome, the Eternal City. Handcuffed to his seat is a suitcase filled with murder lists, B&W
images, and terror files—an old-school paper leak of the litany of carnage perpetrated over the years in
what he calls the “zone”, the countries dotting the Mediterranean that have been the site of so much of
the world’s carnage. His blood zings with amphetamines, but also with an encyclopedic knowledge of the
region’s history. Mirkovic has a jones for the Homeric, for the wide-scale Technicolor Epic: imagine Joyce
making notes for Finnegan’s Wake while blasted on shitty speed, en route from Milan to the Vatican.
So runs the premise of a novel called Zone, by the Frenchman Mathias Ènard. The book’s primary
innovation is that it is written in a single sentence, broken only by the inclusion of three chapters of a
Palestinian novel that does not exist. Sentences are the building blocks of time and space within otherwise
formless galaxies of language. Discarding them suggests that we may not require time and space—or,
more pointedly, it implies that there is no such thing as time as space. And while this may come across
as stoner-grade Hawkings, the idea has particular relevance when writing about trains whipping through
zones of mega-history in the dark of night.
Writes Ènard:
as night falls outside, we are in the plains, the sad plains of Lombardy the darkness is invading
thank God the twilight will be brief the bare frozen trees standing next to the electric lines will
disappear soon you’ll be able to make out nothing but their shadows and the moon might emerge
from the clouds from time to time to illumine the hills before Bologna, then we’ll glide towards the
southwest in the Tuscan softness to Florence and finally in the same direction to Rome
As we hurtle toward the end of (non) time, the accumulation of history, and of knowledge, has become its
own form of darkness.

The Australian parliament has offered a terse assessment of the project. “The ‘One Belt, One Road’
(OBOR) initiative is a foreign policy and economic strategy of the People’s Republic of China. The term
derives from the overland ‘Silk Road Economic Belt’ and the ‘21st-Century Maritime Silk Road’, concepts
introduced by PRC President Xi Jinping in 2013.”
And then:
The initiative is a Chinese economic and strategic agenda by which the two ends of Eurasia, as
well as Africa and Oceania, are being more closely tied along two routes–one overland and one
maritime. Supporters suggest that the initiative permits new infrastructure and economic aid to
be provided to needy economies. Critics claim that it facilitates Chinese economic and strategic
domination of the countries along these routes.
The project, it seems, is nervous-making. It’s a geopolitical mind-shift. For those living in China’s shadow,
they must acknowledge that the shadow is lengthening.
VII

For millennia, the routes were formless, unattested. And then, in the mid-nineteenth century, along came a
German geologist named Baron Ferdinand von Richthofen. He identified something akin to a narrative, a
notion, and for the first time in recorded history gave the trade and communication network a name.
Die Seidenstrasse. The Silk Road.
It was good branding, and it stuck.
VIII

In 1971, during the Cultural Revolution, a young Chinese man called Gau “Victor” Hau had just finished a
two-year stint at an agricultural re-education camp. His first assignment from the Chinese Communist
Party ordered him to Tanzania, where he was told that he would work as a translator on the most sizeable
and important project ever undertaken by the Middle Kingdom on foreign soil.
Gau is a career railway professional, who now serves in advisory role for the massive state owned entity,
China Railway Construction Corporation Limited (CRCC). He spends his days in an office in CRCCs
headquarters in Beijing, the lobby of which is dominated by a vast frieze of depicting a bridge cutting
through the icy Huangshan mountain range.

Richard Poplak is a writer and journalist based in Johannesburg, he trained as a filmmaker and fine artist at Montreal’s
Concordia University and has produced and directed numerous short films, music videos and commercials. Now a
full-time writer, Richard is a senior contributor at South Africa’s leading news site, Daily Maverick, and a frequent
contributor to publications all over the world. He is a member of Deca Stories, the international long-form non-fiction
collective. He has writen and co-authored five books, and for his current project, Richard spent the last nine years
travelling Africa, researching a book that interrogates the idea of a rising Africa. The book, co-authored with Kevin
Bloom, is entitled Continental Shift: A Journey Through Africa’s Changing Fortunes (Jonathan Ball, 2016).
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Back in 1971, his ability to speak English was crucial to the success of a huge railway project. In the late
1960s, Chairman Mao and the CCP had entered into an agreement with Tanzanian liberation hero Julius
Nyerere, and his Zambian contemporary Kenneth Kaunda. Together, they would build a railway line from
the Tanzanian port city of Dar es Salaam to Kapiri Mposhi, located deep in Zambia’s landlocked copper
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belt. For Kaunda, the railway was an existential necessity: surrounded by white supremacist regimes in
Rhodesia and South Africa, there was no way for him to export his primary resource to the sea. Hence, the
Uhuru—Kiswahili for “freedom”—Railway.
For the CCP, the project was no less of an existential necessity. Prior to rapprochement with the Nixon
administration in 1972, and during Mao’s lengthy animus toward the Soviet Union, the Chinese were
subject to complete diplomatic purdah. In order to secure enough votes to become reinstated on the UN
Security Council, Beijing required allies, and hoped to find the necessary support in Africa. The TanzaniaZambia Railway Authority (TAZARA) line, to be paid for in full by the Chinese, was the beginning of what
Beijing promised would be a “win-win relationship”, a kinship based on mutual need, in order to fend off
shared antagonisms.
TAZARA, with a $400 million price tag, was blindingly expensive, especially for a country mired in poverty
and still reeling from the chaos of Chairman Mao’s revolutionary exertions. Mr Gau contends that the
railway’s real cost was likely $1 billion (at least $6 billion, adjusted for inflation), with a further $1 billion in
maintenance over the years. It was also an immensely challenging feat of engineering wizardry. The track
would cut through 1,860 kilometres of bush and mountains, with over 300 bridges, 22 tunnels, 96 stations,
and about 400,000 square metres of support structures. Almost 50,000 Chinese engineers, translators,
project managers and labourers were contracted to the project, with a further 100,000 Zambian and
Tanzanians filling out the workforce. All of this was funded by China by an interest free loan, to be paid
back over thirty years.
Although the project was completed in October 1975, two years ahead of schedule, and although it would
kick-start a multilateral relationship between the People’s Republic and dozens of African countries,
neither Tanzania nor Zambia would pay anything close to their share. This would end up becoming less
of a “partnership” than a gift. And TAZARA’s success was a mixed bag. China did not train enough locals
to maintain the tracks and the equipment, and the railway now operates at a loss, beset by delays and
inefficiencies, chugging along at the speed of a lazy walk. Indeed, the line is little more than a sop to
infrastructure development: in 2015, it ferried a paltry 88,000 metric tons, only 2 percent of its capacity.
But if the project wasn’t a dazzling leap forward for East Africa’s economy, it was superbly executed
geopolitics. “At that time China was mainly concerned with the political significance of the railway,”
explained Mr Gau. “Without TAZARA, China would not be so easily rehabilitated with a UN seat.”

XII

Belt and Road is the perfect articulation of Chinese globalism, of the Go Out policy, or Zŏuchūqū Zhànlüè.
It will link 63 percent of the world’s population, 35 percent of the world’s merchandise trade, and about 30
percent of the world’s Gross Domestic Product. It will connect more than 60 countries, dozens of regions,
and hundreds of economic sectors.
By 2050, we are told, the Belt and Road region aims to contribute 80 per cent of global GDP growth, and
advance three billion more people into the middle class.
Go big, or go home.
XIII

Many civilizations are dashed against their own enormous dreams. Will the full-blown Belt and Road
become a reality?
Another way of asking this is: Three trillion dollars per year is a lot of money. Where will it come from?
The answer is, mostly, China. You have, outside of the usual policy banks and State Owned Enterprises,
the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB), the Silk Road Fund and the New Development Bank. The
Silk Road Fund has about $40 billion to lend, which is barely pocket change, while the New Development
Bank has about $100 billion allocated against it.
Others will need to come onboard, and they’ll need to be willing to spend money in places that aren’t
AAA rated. Tolerance for risk will be a necessity. And is everybody super keen? Hardly. As McKinsey &
Company analyst, Jeff Ngai, recently noted:
Frankly one of the transparencies that needs to happen is around China’s intention. Because one
of the things that people are going to look at is how much of this is political versus on the business
side. For a lot of people, there’s still a little bit of suspicion or scepticism around whether this is
part of China’s emergence as the next world power, to which obviously some countries are going
to be a little bit less welcoming.
Yes. Just a little bit.

IX

Imagine riding the TAZARA buzzing on speed, with a suitcase full of secrets handcuffed to the seat. The
train moves so slowly that the information curdles, rotting in the suitcase in the heat and the torpor. The
amphetamines are not, however useless—they are a mock internal theatre of how the engineers once hoped
the train would perform. The landscape tearing by, the passenger unable to focus, the world moving at the
speed of light.
X
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So, force for global unification? Or land and resources grab on a scale never before experienced? This is a
pressing question for Africans, who must themselves become the compass of that sea.
XV

New trains through new zones, with new murder lists, and new secrets. Imagine Joyce making notes for
Finnegan’s Wake while blasted on shitty speed, en route from Beijing to the Cairo.

One door closes, another opens.
Said the US President Donald J. Trump, at a campaign stop in the in the rustbelt:
Globalisation has made the financial elite who donate to politicians very, very wealthy... but it has
left millions of our workers with nothing but poverty and heartache.

XVI

Despite all you’ve heard, Africans make themselves.

The political elite, he said, had…
"…watched on the sidelines as our jobs vanished and our communities were plunged into
depression-level unemployment,"
“Our” jobs. And so, Build the Wall. America First.
One door closes, another opens.
XI

This is what Gideon Rachman, chief foreign affairs commentator for the Financial Times, told the Atlantic
about the dangers—or, rather, the possibilities—inherent in Trump’s nostalgia-as-political-ideology:
What I mean by Easternisation is the shift of economic power to Asia and, with that, the shift of
political power to the East. And I think that Trump and the many Americans who voted for him,
and maybe even some who didn’t, are unsettled by that process. Certainly Trump doesn’t accept
it in any way as natural or inevitable that America’s position as the dominant economic and
political power would erode. There was definitely a backward-looking nostalgic element to the
“Make America Great Again” slogan—back to the period when America was the dominant power,
the dominant economy, when the world respected American power. Probably the peak of that
was the 1950s.
Sometimes Trump explicitly links this to the rise of Asia, as when he says that China has been
“raping” the United States. White House Chief Strategist Steve Bannon, who is acknowledged as
the ideologue of the Trump agenda, gave an interesting interview just after the election where he
rejected the idea that globalisation, or as he calls it “globalism,” is a good thing. He said what the
globalists have done is create the middle class in Asia and destroyed the middle class in America.
If you take that as your intellectual starting point, then that leads you to the protectionism that
Trump is flirting with. He’s a reversal of the Clinton and the Bush views of the rise of China—
that, although it presented challenges, basically it was a good thing, it would create economic
opportunities for America, and it would bind the world together, reduce conflict. Trumpism,
insofar as it’s a coherent ideology, is very much based on the premise that Americans made a big
mistake encouraging the rise of Asia economically.
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Prof. Ruth Simbao

leading cause of the drastically increased export of
the mukula tree—also known as ‘green gold’—that
is prized for its suitability for the manufacture of
rifle butts, furniture and medicine. But the story
of Chinese people in Zambia, as in most places, is
very complex, and media furores are often fuelled
by interested parties, be they pocket-lining elites,
friends-of-friends, or ‘the West’.

ACADEMIC, CURATOR | GRAHAMSTOWN, SOUTH AFRICA

A Song of Uhuru and a Difficult Dance:

There is a cry in one of the papers

Anawana Haloba’s Sound Memories of TAZARA

They say the King of Pride Rock has been
exposed, an imposter

In the opening scene of Anawana Haloba’s
animation video, A Dragon King at Sleepy Pride
Rock (2016), a disembodied megaphone with an
apparent life of its own dances in front of the Gate
of Heavenly Peacemaking at Tiananmen Square in
Beijing. A woman’s voice declares:
People of this great country
I am the mouthpiece of our Dragon King
The invisible hand,
The bringer of music to your ears
I bring you good news, the King of Pride Rock
has fallen in the deepest slumber of all times. 1
The idea of an ‘invisible hand’ holding a
megaphone alludes to political power that is
persuasive but safely hidden from view, and it was
this scene of the video that caused Haloba’s work
to be censored at the 2017 Shanghai Biennale.
As the video progresses, however, it becomes
evident that power—or, more explicitly, the abuse
of power that this animation nods towards—is not
simplistically assigned to a particular person or
group of people, and the King of Pride Rock, the
lion, who has been ‘hypnotised by kilos of gold
bars’ is implicated too.
An earlier version of A Dragon King at Sleepy
Pride Rock was screened in 2016 at the Norwegian
Sørlandets Kunstmuseum as part of Haloba’s
exhibition, Every day is for the thief and one day
is for the owner. In the context of this exhibition,
which featured a fictional African dictator in
an imaginary African land, the portrayal of a
leader hypnotised by gold suggests a corrupt
government in Africa that ignores the needs of
the people on the ground. It is during this deep
slumber that an imposter sits on the lion’s seat,
bringing revolution nigh.
Haloba’s reference to animals in this video—the lion,
the dragon and the monkey—is inspired by George
Orwell’s Animal Farm as well as Chenjerai Hove’s
well known story about a monkey who climbed to
the top of the tallest tree seeking applause from
below. The animals on the ground roared with
laughter, because the higher he climbed, the better
their view became of his posterior from below.

Prof. Ruth Simbao runs the Arts of Africa and the Global South research programme at Rhodes University in South
Africa. She is the National Research Foundation Chair in Geopolitics and the Arts of Africa and a Professor in the Fine
Art Department. In 2017 she founded Publishing and Research of the South: Positioning Africa (PROSPA) and the Art
POWA network. Her research interests include contemporary art with a particular focus on Africa, the geopolitics of
art, society and knowledge-production, theories of place, ‘strategic southernness’ of the global South, and Africa’s
cultural engagements with China. Simbao received her PhD from Harvard University’s Department of History of Art
and Architecture in 2008, and is the curator of Making Way: Contemporary Art from South Africa and China, 2012 and 2013.
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Zambia is well known, but when he eventually
came to power in 2011 he dropped the namecalling (such as ‘bogus Chinese “infestors”’ 6) and
became a more ‘compliant partner for Beijing’ 7.
The Al Jazeera documentary titled King Cobra
and the Dragon demonstrates the complex and
at times contradictory ‘China–Zambia’ story,
revealing that for many Chinese people their
investment in Zambia is meaningful and long term.
As the documentary demonstrates, contrary to
accusations about local job loss, some Chinese
investors choose to hire Zambian rather than
Chinese workers, and they are generally a lot less
elitist than Western investors. 8

A monkey sitting in the lion’s seat.

‘And so it is with power of any kind, political or
otherwise’, explains the late Zimbabwean novelist
and cultural politician, who maintained that the
best way to get rid of a dictator is to laugh at him
or her. ‘The higher one ascends the tree of power,
the more the public have a chance to observe and
scrutinise one's political and economic bottom.’ 2
Initially, a viewer might assume that the imposter in
Haloba’s video represents the Chinese, for the voice
speaking through the megaphone at Tiananmen
Square encourages her people to travel to Africa,
as ‘Loans and tools are all waiting for the brave’. In
reading Haloba’s work, though, it is critical not to
interpret her imagery and her characters in facile
ways that follow tirelessly rehearsed ‘China–Africa’
scenes and narratives. Just as the King of Pride
Rock represents no particular African leader (and
the very use of the title ‘King of Pride Rock’ is a
tongue-in-cheek reproach of Disney’s flattened
portrayals of Africa), the imposter, the monkey
climbing the tree, could be anyone who ambitiously
raises herself or himself above the people, seeking
applause, power and praise.
Revolution is on the edge.
Sounds of chanting and toyi-toying float in the
background as a man pores over the contents of a
newspaper. What words does he read that might
lead to songs of revolt? What stories are heard
that incite calls for change? The woman’s voice in
the animation suggests that revolution is on the
edge amidst the arrival of immigrants, and the
statement, ‘We would rather have immigrants than
our trees vanish’, implies a tension between flows
of people and flows of goods. What is the tipping
point? What are the layers? Who are the critical
and the overlooked players?
Rather than document ‘facts’ in a journalistic
way, Haloba nudges at meaning via song, poetry
and dance. Yes, there are news articles about
deforestation in Haloba’s country of birth, Zambia,
that position the Chinese thirst for timber as the
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A Dragon King at Sleepy Pride Rock
2016
Video/Animation Installation
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As the chanting sound of protest rises, the single
megaphone that appeared in the opening scene of
the video multiplies and covers the entire screen.
This burgeoning of protest reflects a current
moment that is palpably felt in southern Africa
as well as other parts of the world. While this
particular moment is current and unique, it also
summons memories of the past and, in Haloba’s
hands, memory is translated through sound. Music
to your ears. A cry. A chant, a tune. A song sung by
my people.
While the megaphone is associated with protest,
revolution and the notion of megaphone
diplomacy in numerous contexts, it is a particularly
charged symbol in the context of the Great
Proletarian Cultural Revolution. Some propaganda
posters produced in the People’s Republic of China
in the 1960s and 1970s portrayed members of the
Red Guard handing out leaflets and expounding
revolutionary principles through megaphones.
The 1967 Red Guard exhibition at the National
Art Museum of China, Long Live the Victory of
Chairman Mao’s Revolutionary Line, exhibited
over 16 000 artworks, including the series of
clay sculptures, Paean to the Red Guards (1966),
produced by a group of teachers, students,
workers and liberation soldiers. 3 The Socialist
Realist sculptures portrayed Mao’s Red Guards as
‘path-breakers’ who used actions and props such
as megaphones to denounce the ‘four olds’ (Old
Customs, Old Culture, Old Habits and Old Ideas)
and espouse the ‘four news’. 4
In his animation DVD titled Opera (2006), Chinese
artist Wu Junyong reveals how the physical shape
of the megaphone can be read as an inverse
of the dunce cap or tall conical hat that antirevolutionaries were forced to wear as public
humiliation. Just as Wu Junyong’s animated
theatre of the inversions and perversions of
politics and power reveals complex ‘layers of
seeing’ 5, Haloba’s video opens up the space for
counter-narratives as she dances with—rather than
documents—potentially incongruent ideas about
Chinese presence in a Zambian context.
Zambia occupies a very particular position in the
discourse of Africa’s relationship with China, as
it boasts one of the earliest twentieth century
friendships with China on the African continent,
but also displayed some of the most explicitly antiChinese sentiment forty years later. The narrative
of Michael Sata’s use of sinophobic language
in his run-up to the 2006 general elections in

Perhaps the imposter sitting in the King’s seat,
then, is not Chinese after all. Or not clearly Chinese.
Not only Chinese.
The woman’s voice in Haloba’s video suddenly puts
an end to amplified sound. ‘Stop’, she pleads. ‘Let’s
go to the beginning’.
A piece of paper, scrunched up in a ball, begins
to fall down against the plain backdrop of the
screen. This falling ball of paper, followed by
another, and another, could be read as the previous
screenshot of the animation (the portrayal of
multiple megaphones) that has been crumpled up,
as if to allow for the rewriting of this video script.
Alternatively, it could be read as scrunched up
newspapers that once carried loaded versions of
the ‘China–Zambia’ story.

Humming can be heard as the balls of paper fall,
and the rhythmic sound of a train starts to rise. A
tune. A memory of sound.
The humming recalls the song, ‘Great Beijing we
sing for you, you are the hearts of all nations’, that
was sung by Zambian and Tanzanian train drivers
who worked on the TAZARA railroad. The almost
2 000 km long TAZARA Railway, also known as
TanZam, the Great Uhuru or Freedom Railway,
the People’s Railway, Tanzan Tielu or the Rainbow
of Friendship, 9 was designed and built between
1966 and 1976 and was funded by an interestfree loan of 988 million Yuan provided by the
Chinese government. This project, which became
an ‘international poster child for East–South
cooperation and socialist ideals at the height of the
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Cold War’, 10 is held up as the first example of Chinese
aid to Africa.
The fact that Zambia, which gained independence in
1964, was considered to be in a critical geo-strategic
position played a role in the conceptualisation of the
TAZARA. The railway line, with an inland endpoint at
Kapiri Mposhi, would be able to link Zambia’s valuable
copper mines to the Dar es Salaam port at a time
when expectations of industrial modernity were at
a peak. 11 Zambia was also, however, a ‘dangerously
exposed host state in the liberation struggle in
southern Africa’, 12 and Zambia’s president, Kenneth
Kaunda, aspired to create links with the outside
world in order to delink from the South and ‘escape
machinations of white regimes in the region’ 13 that
controlled strategic roads and ports.
Kaunda initially approached Britain for financial
assistance to build the railway, and Julius Nyerere
appealed to the USA, but both Western nations
refused. According to the North China News
Agency, the USA ‘spread fallacies that … “Africans
are too backward to master technology,” [in order]
to prevent the African countries from developing
communications and transport, particularly railways’.
14
Kaunda and Nyerere were also denied aid from the
Soviet Union, 15 creating a ripe situation for Zambian
and Tanzanian links with China, which at the time
was emerging from a crisis in terms of relations
with the Soviet Union, and simultaneously rejecting
Western dominance.
During a key period of national liberations and
resistance to capitalist hegemony, Mao Zedong
Thought resonated ‘with the aspirations that
accompanied decolonization in [what was known
at the time as] the Third World’. 16 In contrast to
Western societies, Chinese and African societies
tended to view globalisation ‘not as internal
development but as alien hegemony’, and
alternatives that bypassed the West created the
‘possibility of entering the global history not as its
object but as an independent subject’. 17
In Haloba’s animation video, balls of scrunched up
paper continue to rain from above as a now-softer
version of the woman’s voice reminisces:
There is a song sung by my people of men and
women that
Came from the Far East years ago, many years ago
To toil in our Savannah lands … they sing of how
the foreigners
Carried heavy metals, side by side with our fathers
they danced
To the songs of solidarity
They did not come to harvest all our endangered
trees
They did not come to enslave my people
One of Haloba’s early source images for this project
was a 1971 Chinese propaganda poster that explicitly
references the building of the TAZARA. In this poster,
Serve the revolutionary people of the world, a robust
Chinese worker is portrayed singlehandedly carrying
an enormous railway sleeper on his shoulder. 18 The
building of the TAZARA was an arduous task that
was carried out by 45 000 African workers and 15
000 Chinese workers at a time when China itself was
considered to be an underdeveloped country in need
of financial assistance.
In Haloba’s work, the voice speaking through the
megaphone invokes this friendship of the past that
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was manifested in the building of the TAZARA:
Do not be troubled, this is no uncharted water
This is the land of friendship, your forefathers
Have once gone before you, they swam the muddy
Clays and sunbathed in the sun
As Jamie Monson points out, the Chinese character
that was used to refer to friendship (zhanyou) can
be interpreted as ‘comrade-in-arms’, painting an
image of ‘committed soldiers in the global battle
against imperialism, colonialism and hegemonism
represented by the USA and the Soviet Union’.19
Chinese propaganda posters were viewed as the
‘fruit of “Mao Zedong Thought” on Literature and the
Arts’, and the poster art form is ‘filled with militancy
[zhandouxing] and mass character [qunzhongxing]
that directly serves politics, production, the workers,
peasants and soldiers’.20 The ‘worker/peasant/soldier
triad’ was particularly prevalent in art of the late
Cultural Revolution. This triad reflected not only the
subject of the art, but often the identity of the artists
as well, further creating a sense of camaraderie that
‘reaches sideways’, 21 rather than the top-down form
of overreaching typical of the failed Western model of
providing aid to Africa.
How can we interpret Haloba’s strategy of harking
back to this sideways reach, this narrative of
friendship and this song of uhuru?
There is a song sung by my people of men and
women that
Came from the Far East years ago, many years ago
To toil in our Savannah lands, it says if you rub
dry cob
On rail line you will hear stories of their loved
ones, the songs
The poetry
They did not eat in the houses of greedy men
They did not grab land or business
They danced side by side with our fathers, a
song of solidarity
A song of freedom, a difficult dance sleeper after
sleeper
What does a retelling of this story of solidarity mean
for a contemporary moment? Resist capitalism. Fight
Western imperialism. Counteract hegemonic orders.
Delink from outside pressure in order to serve local
needs. Create independent, self-generated links from
the inside out. What value do these principles that
drew Zambia, Tanzania and the People’s Republic
of China together in the 1960s have today, at a time
when we feel revolution at the edge in revived calls for
decoloniality? What words do we use? What songs?
What poems? Who asks whom for a dance?
Active. China extends a hand to ask for a dance.
Passive. Africa accepts the dance.
While European and American politicians continue
to be extraordinarily unsophisticated and ignorant in
their penning of the ‘China–Africa’ account, 22 how
can nuanced stories develop from within? How can
Africans maintain a foothold in global history as
independent subjects, rather than become objects of
‘China–Africa’ reports recounted from beyond?
Moving away from the broad brushstrokes of China
as the active partner and Africa as the passive
partner, literature, poetry, song, and the visual arts
enable us to imagine, to notice and to further seek

acts of agency, feats of resistance, and moments of
resonance that might appear from multiple sides,
both within and beyond the state. Existing cases
of resistance demonstrate that there are ‘emerging
sites in which these inequalities are being contested
within African societies, and not in straightforwardly
“anti-Chinese” ways’. 23

The journey ahead is the path left behind.
I have traced the route through the standing
cobs.

The nuance of poetry moves beyond the simplicity
of ‘them’ and ‘us’. Towards the end of A Dragon King
at Sleepy Pride Rock, Haloba probes her viewers to
expect the possibility of a new, unrehearsed script; an
alternative ending to the trajectory of the dominant
‘China–Zambia’ tale:

The mirage breaks into glistening labyrinths.
Now, the rain will come.
The snails are out and about, amok in
anticipation.

The handsome steel seat hand-in-hand, newly
wed,
freshly minted secrets to share for eternity

Now, the rain will come.
Now, the rain will come.

They have not made a song about you.
The ones to sing it are not yet born.
While the ‘you’ in this poem is deliberately unclear,
and the ‘ones’ to sing this new song have not
yet been born, by drawing from the words of
Chandrashekhar Prasad, Haloba implies that this
new song of uhuru is still impacted by our own
renditions today. Prasad, who was a student leader
at Jawaharlal Nehru University in New Delhi and
who was killed in 1997, urged fellow students to
remember that ‘The future generations will hold us
accountable.… They will hold all of us accountable’. 24
What are our acts of resistance? How far can a small
act of resistance reach?
I read the journey of Anawana Haloba’s animated
video, A Dragon King at Sleepy Pride Rock, as a small
act of resistance; an act of resistance that is complex
and powerful in its refusal to simplistically take
sides. When her video was censored at the recent
Shanghai Biennale, a facile response would have
been for Haloba to withdraw from the exhibition and
take her personal narrative of being censored to the
media. Such an easily-sensationalised story would
have been devoured by the Western media, raising
Haloba’s name in the Western-driven discourse of
biennialisation. 25 But whose account would it have
been? Would Haloba have been presented as a
subject, or the mere object of another’s tale?
Rather than withdraw from the exhibition, Haloba
displayed her installation (a row of dried corn placed
upon a raised piece of metal railway line) without the
animation video. Instead of being silenced, though,
she resisted with poetry, insisting on finding a new
way to narrate a story of her own.
Just days before the opening of the 2017 Shanghai
Biennale, Haloba wrote a poem, The Rain Will Come,
which replaced the video:
The sun heats our journey
the path shimmers into mirage.
Meerkats marvel at the fall of an elephant,
waddling like penguins, they observe
the squabbles of hyenas and vultures
who have not yet heard the elephant’s falling
thud.
I am silenced by thunder as I walk upright
my legs feel the weight of my body’s stance.
Who has heard the cry of a snail—the
impoverished dog
that swims with its salivating tongue,
has its’ bark muted by constant drooling.

Through this poem, Haloba wrote her own experience
of the Shanghai Biennale into her deeper history
of Chinese engagement with her Zambian people.
Still attempting to process and understand the
implications of this history, she displayed a willingness
to listen, a willingness to put her own ear to the rail.
What are our acts of resistance? Whose ears does a
small act of resistance reach?
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b. 1955 | ARTIST | JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH AFRICA

Head (Revolutionary)
from: Notes Towards a Model Opera
2016
Laser-cut stainless steel, painted with acrylic-based paint
1 640 x 1 640 mm
Edition 4

William Kentridge is an internationally renowned South African artist, filmmaker and theatre arts activist best known
for his prints, drawings, opera direction and animated films. Kentridge attended the University of Witwatersrand in
Johannesburg (1973–76), the now-defunct Johannesburg Art Foundation (1976–78) and subsequently studied mime
and theatre at the Ecole Jacques Lecoq in Paris. He has exhibited extensively worldwide including Documenta X,
Kassel (1997), the 24th São Paulo Biennial (1998) and the Venice Biennial (1999).
Images courtesy the Artist.
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Sammy Baloji
B. 1978 | ARTIST | LUBUMBASHI, D.R.C. / BRUSSELS, BELGIUM

		

Not all photographers are artists, and not all artists are
photographers. With or without a camera, the artist already carries
within him an idea, a turmoil, a questioning. It is the sense and the
aesthetic power of this questioning that speaks to us and pushes
us to adopt a position, to look for a response to the discomfort
which makes human existence inspire both passion and anguish.
Why does it take a photographer, a filmmaker, a writer – in short,
a creative artist – to realise the inhumanity of our world and the
levity with which the story of ordinary people has been told,
hidden away, and buried along with the men and women who were
its obscure heroes?
In what spiritual justice, what stirrings of conscience, what court of
human dignity will Baloji’s photographic revelations find an echo?

Sammy Baloji is a contemporary artist working between Lubumbashi and Brussels. After completing studies in
literature and human science at the University of Lubumbashi, he first began to work as a cartoonist. His practice
explores the cultural, architectural and industrial heritage of the Katanga region in Congo. In order to question official
versions of the Belgian colonial history, he has researched in various key archives – for example the Royal Museum
for Central Africa in Tervuren, Belgium. History of Art (like the watercolourist Léon Dardenne) and documentary
photography blend with that of colonialism. His series of photomontages, of revisited albums confront his historical
research with the human and economic actuality (such as the new invasions of these territories by companies from Asia
for instance). Baloji is a member of Picha Asbl and co-founder of the Biennale de Lubumbashi.
Images and text courtesy the Artist and Africalia Asbl, Brussels.

He has seen and made his choice. He has interpreted past and
present, pain and abandonment, and he has shunned trivia and
mannered clichés. Except for those in Chinese dreams which, in
the form of kitsch posters, overrated images of Asian or Western
landscapes hanging in the tents, prefigure a utopian world far
removed from the deep and gloomy underground galleries which,
like tombs, slowly but surely bury those who have ever lived on this
geological scandal.
– Mirko Popovitch

Mémoire / Kolwezi
2014
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Michael MacGarry
b. 1978 | ARTIST | JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH AFRICA

My principal concern as an artist is to articulate; What does, and could, progress in Africa look like?
And what does it cost? By progress I am referring specifically to constructed materiality. And by
cost I am referencing across economic, environmental, socio-political and personal registers.
– Michael MacGarry

Working in film, photography, sculpture and installation – MacGarry's focus on the exchange of commodities, people, manufactured goods and ideologies
between key contexts in Africa and the People's Republic of China, began in 2009. The artist first produced a series of fictional documentary images
of sculptural hybrids of West African mask traditions depicting prominent contemporary Chinese political leadership. In subsequent ongoing research
projects in three key contexts (Angola, Nigeria and Mozambique) the artist has built a growing body of work that attempts to unpack and explore China's
growing role on the continent – arguably the single most important development in Africa in the 21st Century – coupled with the relationship between
industrial technology and African natural resources. MacGarry's focus is an attempt to both describe current contexts and project new modernities within
the African context offered by the relationship with the East. In 2012, MacGarry's Chocolate City explored the structural opposite of large numbers of
Chinese nationals living and working across Africa, by focusing on the once-substantial West African merchant population in Guangzhou, China. The
project resulted in a photographic monograph and a short film. In recent sculptural works MacGarry has co-opted Chinese manufactured goods and the
detritus of large-scale construction projects into art objects through conceptual processes of grafting, mutation and temporal compression. MacGarry's
photographic monographs are further complicit in this economy by being entirely produced in China with limited production specifics given by artist.

ABOVE FROM LEFT

OPPOSITE PAGE

Outside the Agostinho Neto Mausoleum, Luanda
2011, Inkjet print on cotton paper, 1200 x 840 mm, Edition 10

film stills: Excuse me, while I disappear.
2015
Single channel HD video
19 minutes 10 seconds
Colour, stereo, 25 fps
Edition 5 +2 A.P.

from: The Republic of Luanda

Amicus Curiae
2013, Human bone, 280 x 8 mm

Excuse me, while I disappear. was filmed on location in Kilamba
Kiaxi, a new city built outside Luanda, Angola. The city was built
by Chinese construction company CITIC for US$ 3.5 billion and
financed by Hong Kong-based China International Fund. The new
city is to be home to more than 250 000 people, and is the largest
single project by China in Africa to date. The film’s narrative follows

a young municipal worker who lives by night in the old city centre
of Luanda and works by day as a groundskeeper at the new city
of Kilamba Kiaxi far away. We see him on his morning commute
and daily routine sweeping the new city streets. He daydreams
and stares at the new buildings. Unable to contain his curiosity,
he sneaks into an apartment block, and in turn breaks into an

unoccupied apartment. He watches Australian cricket on television.
Following the lunch-hour siren he climbs to the roof of the building
and quietly disappears. Conceptually, the film is concerned with the
visual mechanics of mid-century European ethnographic cinema,
African science-fiction, the Metropolitan Picturesque and Asian
visual perspective.

Private collection

The Master
2010, Inkjet print on cotton paper, 1200 x 800 mm, Edition 10

Michael MacGarry is a visual artist and filmmaker based in Johannesburg, South Africa. He holds an MFA from the University
of the Witwatersrand (2004) and has exhibited internationally for ten years including TATE Modern, Guggenheim Bilbao, 19th
VideoBrasil, 62nd Short Film Festival Oberhausen, International Film Festival Rotterdam and Les Rencontres Internationales.
MacGarry's practice is focused on researching narratives and histories of socio-economics, politics and objects within the
context of Africa, principally in spaces where contemporary life is in a state of invention and flux.
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ABOVE

from: Chocolate City, 2012
BELOW

from: Kilamba Kiaxi, 2017

ABOVE

Untitled (Kwanza)
Washed and hand-sewn cement
packets, cotton, found objects,
twine, bamboo
2200 x 2300 x 120 mm
2016

LEFT

Motorcycle Fetish
Found object, steel nails, tubing,
bolts, pressed steel, enamel paint
1080 x 2050 x 740 mm
2012
Private collection
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James Webb
b. 1975 | ARTIST | CAPE TOWN, SOUTH AFRICA

OPPOSITE PAGE

There’s No Place Called Home (Guangzhou)
2005
Calls of South African carnivorous birds broadcast from speakers
concealed in trees outside the Guangdong Museum, Guangzhou,
China

BELOW

There’s No Place Called Home (Great Wall)
2005
Calls of a Golden-bellied Flycatcher broadcast from speakers
concealed within the trees along the Great Wall of China

Started in 2004, There’s No Place Called Home is a recurring, worldwide intervention wherein specific
foreign bird calls and songs are broadcast from speakers concealed in local trees. The incongruent
audio is mixed so as to appear as “real” and “lifelike” as possible in the environment. Both iterations
pictured here were created as temporary, unannounced and unaccredited interventions in public space.

James Webb is an interdisciplinary artist based in Cape Town, whose work – framed in large-scale installations
in galleries and museums or as unannounced interventions in public spaces – often makes use of ellipsis,
displacement and détournement to explore the nature of belief, and the dynamics of communication in our
contemporary world. He has participated in major international exhibitions such as the 12th Bienal de la Habana
(2015), 55th Biennale di Venezia (2013), the 3rd Marrakech Biennale (2009), the Melbourne International Arts
Festival (2009) and the 8th Biennale d’Art Contemporain de Lyon (2007).
Images courtesy the artist, blank projects, and Galerie Imane Farès.
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Juliette Leeb-du Toit
b. 1949 | ACADEMIC, CURATOR | DURBAN, SOUTH AFRICA

Referencing China in contemporary South African art:
New ‘orientalisms’ in a context of sinophilia, sinophobia and xenophobia.
We have turned East, where the sun
rises, and given our backs to the
West, where the sun sets.
- Robert Mugabe. President of Zimbabwe

In a context in which the decolonisation of
curriculae and institutions, and a postcolonial
centering on the past in a historiographic
revisionist reading is in process, it is becoming
increasingly pertinent to examine perceptions of
control and the exercise of power, othering and
stereotyping, reminders of how a discussion of
imperialism and power remains an intellectual
imperative in the present in South Africa.
With East Asia’s, China’s in particular, more
recent economic ascendency in Africa, interest
in the field has grown, albeit that a focus on
political and economic dimensions of the
relationship have tended to dominate the field
of study, neglecting to some extent issues of
cultural and aesthetic interaction.
The referencing of China as a fiction of ‘the Orient’
in contemporary South African art, and SinoAfrican referencing in art by Chinese in South
Africa, reflects a range of ambiguities in reception
and representation. In visual art the addressing
of China in particular has emerged, marked by
orientalising generalisations aligned to a context
of economic globalisation, diaspora, sinophilia,
sinophobia and xenophobia.
China and Africa: perceptions and facts
In an Africa of unravelling autocracies and failed
or failing democracies, that coincide with the
demise of indigenised socialism and communism
as effete utopias, China has emerged as a complex
protagonist in Africa – either both heralded
or vilified. Ostensibly altruistically, China has
become associated with the sustaining of
collapsing African economies and infrastructure,
as it supports new agricultural and industrial
developments realized by its complex communistcapitalist system on a selectively welcoming

Africa. As recent strategies associated with
‘state capture’ re-emerge in South Africa, the
ambiguities of a Chinese economic presence here
has engendered a degree of unease which has
contributed to an emergent sinophobia.
That China is currently embraced by many
African states is not surprising, given far
earlier political and ideological ties coupled
to local struggles for independence and a
shared socialist-communist ideology since the
1960s. Coupled with the more recent BRICS
agreement that privileges trade between Brazil,
Russia, India, China and South Africa, and trade
agreements, Chinese economic ties with Africa
are regarded by some as mere precedents for far
more invasive intentions of control.
In reality most African states today pay mere
lip service to socialism and communism,
simultaneously aware, yet often ignorant of, the
flaws and realities of a utopian communism that
in practice is essentially effete. Tacit support of
sino-communism resurfaces sporadically (e.g. in
counter-revolutionary movements as currently
expressed in the Economic Freedom Fighters
(EFF) in South Africa). However, a variant of sinocapitalism in its complex coupling of power and
vested economics appears preferred.
Responses by South African artists
The referencing of China in current South African
art is in part attached to present perceptions of
economic transgression couched in older colonial
ones, that centre on issues of power - ‘new
imperialisms for old’ - and the very real fear of
Chinese economic ascendency in Africa.
On the one hand the referencing of China
functions metaphorically in South African art,
associated with the wresting of control in Africa
from a western sphere of economic power and
influence. In part this reflects western fears of the
collapse of cultural and geo-political binarisms
originating in an unevenly divided globe, between
Occident and Orient and between North and
South. In the former, in a hegemonic reversal, the

unrealized utopias of reason- and Enlightenmentdominated power and influence of the Occident
are exposed.
The indictment of or commentary on China
by local artists appears to attach to a perhaps
predictable, and implicit critical unease that
eclipses the flaws of the colonial past, while at the
same time indicting both Western and Oriental
complicity in similarly supporting flawed political
and autocratic developments in various parts of
the world, not least in Africa.
In a current context of caution, self-censorship,
and selective state intervention in the arts and
media in South Africa, phenomena emerging and
later entrenched under the Nationalist Apartheid
policies of the pre-1994 regime, and more recently
as evidenced in relation Brett Murray’s The Spear
saga, contemporary South African artists mostly
desist from contentious discourse other than
in deconstructing historiographies of western
colonialism intended as part of a decolonizing
process. Decolonization has emerged as a
leitmotif in current discourse, suggesting that all
aspects of colonization were problematic and
constituted little more than racial and cultural
assault. But as Arif Dirlik reminds, the postcolonial
gaze functions to detract from the realities of
emerging imperialism and economic controls by
emerging super powers.
In referencing China, South African artists
currently grapple with Sino imaginings in
generalising and identifiable signifiers that often
assume monolithic constructions of race and
place, and cultural and political homogeneity.
Intending to embark on more nuanced and
informed perceptions of Chinese-ness enacted
globally and locally, some artists provide a more
nuanced, informed gaze that acknowledges
their ignorance of China beyond its ostensible
economic aspirations in Africa. However they still
express an overwhelming sense of unease, even
fear of ultimate control and exploitation.

might call a benign sinophilia, is largely parodic.
In The Emperor, from his Made in China series
(2011), a gilded framed image of current president
Jacob Zuma, he implicitly suggests mistrust
of corrupt leadership. Such work functions
primarily to indict the present South African
regime for its ostentation, individual self-interest,
aggrandisement and corruption in contrast to
the neo-socialist ideals it originated in, and in
part implicates China in this abuse of power. So
too ascendant autocracy and the upholding of a
problematic quasi-socialist dominated education
system in Ministry of Higher Education (2011)
functions as an obvious indictment directed at
both the state and card-carrying South African
Communist party Minister Blade Ndzimande who
heads said ministry.
In referencing China and its ‘transgressions’ as
a scapegoat and epitome of late quasi-socialist
capitalism - and its real, implicit, or envisaged
economic dominance, Murray’s work also
reminds of the South African state unraveling as
it clings to power bolstered by foreign capture.
Implicit in his indictment is the state’s ostensible
relinquishing of power and its being subject
to coerced control, as it seeks desperately to
rebuff the long predicted counter revolution in
its midst, heralded by the emerging power of the
recently formed Economic Freedom Fighters.
Supporting the perception that the majority
party’s informed (and formerly incorruptible)
support base is fragmenting, the state frantically
tries to reinvigorate the rhetoric and dominance
of its heyday, in the context of its flawed
apartheid and colonial past, its present plight
and predicament ignored.
Artist Diane Victor, more subtly transgressive,
is similarly concerned with subverting hierarchy
and doctrinal truths in relation to South Africa’s
complex history. She elected to reference that
explored, observed and researched at first hand
when recently in China on a printmaker residency
at Guanlan. Victor has long subscribed to the
significance of the artists’ intellectual role in

Brett Murray’s reflection on the above, in what one

Juliette Leeb-du Toit is an art historian specializing in African and South African art, she is currently engaged
in projects associated with South African design history; German modernism in South Africa and the impact of
China on the arts in southern Africa. She is a Research Associate in Visual Identities in Art and Design (VIAD),
University of Johannesburg, South Africa.
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society which extends to a questioning of the
status quo, exposing the underpinnings of societal
illusion (Becker 2001:17, 21,24).
In China Victor centered specifically on the
mythography of the rhino for the Chinese.
Previously present in East Asia, Sumatra and
Indonesia, the rhino has a deeply imbedded
resonance and meaning, while in South Africa
it functions as symbol of the ultimate enforced
relinquishing of dominion (not control) over Africa,
its fauna and flora and its vision of itself, coupled
with the rhino’s imminent danger of extinction.
In Chinese and East Asian cultures, the rhino is
predominantly imbued with potency, but mostly
it represented purity, protection and luck. Further
the keratin horn is believed to be magical - in liquid
it could discern poison, and even today rhino horn
is worn in amulets by the wealthy, dispelling the
widely held contention in South Africa that its
value is mainly in its aphrodisiac function. To Victor
the rhino in Africa is doomed, victim of a corrupt
and impoverished continent unable, and often
unwilling, to protect it. In this fatalism, rare in Victor,
her exploration is premised on insider knowledge
rather than on assumption.
In William Kentridge’s Notes Towards a Model
Opera (2015-16) his images of Africans, as quasipolitical figures or agitators, together with lithe
dancer Dada Masilo, perform passages from a
partial, largely unrealised body of an intended
but unrealised Cultural Revolution opera. In this
he explores the dynamics of cultural difference
and ideological metamorphosis, expressing
revolutionary fervour nurtured by Communist
ideology in Africa. As this struggle-opera is
enacted in dance, with accompanying rhetoric
issued through loudhailers by propagandists, the
dancer becomes machine-gun and pistol-wielding
partisan, enlivened and agitated, strong but
vulnerable, puppet-like.
Kentridge parallels the Cultural Revolution,
especially its flawed idealism, with that of
Apartheid South Africa, both indirectly the
result of rationales perverted into the logic
of autocracies in colonialism and apartheid,
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but equally applicable to evolving autocracies
bolstered by ostensibly revolutionary and
liberatory rhetoric in present-day South Africa.
Culture was ironically also marked as one of the
many ways in which the Apartheid state could
mask its racist, white-supremacist agenda, to
convey an image of a benign, inclusive albeit
fragmented state. In his allusions Kentridge
implicitly, however, also imbricates the present
regime’s transgressions echoed in those of the
‘mimic men’ (V S Naipaul), the new autocrats of
ostensibly liberated Africa who perpetuate the
transgressions of the past.
Yet Kentridge is also more explicit: China he
regards as predatory, Africa as the ‘tethered
goat’ waiting for the tiger (China), in an Africa
unable or unwilling to resist its presence. In this
his Notes Towards a Model Opera (2015-2016)
becomes a tale of irony, uncertainty and doubt.
He questions Chinese economic generosity as
a prelude to expectation and control. In other
imagery he shows sparrows, whose decimation
resulted in disastrous agricultural problems
and yield. Failed utopias and failed policies of
exclusion, he suggests are predictable, when
nature and culture are in conflict, but restored
when both are acknowledged as central to mutual
integrity. But a paradox emerges: in his musings
he acknowledges that any over-simplification
tends to erode the ‘messiness, uncertainty, doubt
…’ where the ‘simplification of the world’ can only
be a misrepresentation (Kentridge 2015).
In response to the selective and critical gaze
at China in South Africa, Kristin Ng Hua-Yang,
a Chinese South African artist resident here
for over seventeen years, has embarked on
recasting Chineseness and other dimensions of a
sino-African present with a view to substituting
one dimensional views of China and difference
by elaborating on, or exposing, a superficial
understanding of Sino-cultural modernity.
In a context of sinophobia and xenophobia,
her installation Bird/fish (2015) (which won an
Ovation award and award at the Grahamstown
Festival), she is loathe to address China as a

fictional monocultural entity that is unknowable
and transgressive, assuming instead insider
agency in a metaphoric reference to difference,
stereotyping and disparity, and misconceptions
that assume irreconcilability. The installationperformance reflects the associative multiplicity
in earlier imagery of fish in her work (2005), and
alludes to dislocation and desire, the fluidity of
her unfixed, non-essentialized identity and to
intersection and counterpoise. Bird/fish also has
an auto-ethnographic function in its mapping of
diasporic encounter - with her new environment
and its peoples as well as with herself and who she
is perceived to be. Bird/fish embraces ambiguity,
how one is viewed and confronted – and how one
embraces challenges or resists preconceptions - in
the process learning from one another.
In referencing water, as seen in other contemporary
Chinese art, Ng Hua-Yang is partly informed
by Chinese perceptions of water as part of the
structure and essence of the world - changeless yet
changing, solid and liquid in its mobility, the sheng
tung (life movement) of the universe. Chí-yun
sheng-tung is the rhythmic vitality of everything
that is and therefore is also the vital spirit of the
artist. The spirit of all things resonate within the
artist and the immensity of the world is revealed
only by the function of water which encircles and
embraces it. Clarke maintains that the referencing
of water in contemporary Chinese art çan best
be understood as a contestation of the control of
water and implicitly nature, both in China and in
Africa (in Bittner and Yuedi, 2011).

development; marginalising or ignoring of human
rights and trivialising of the concept of democracy
and Chinese support of ostensibly corrupt
governments that may further bolster corruption
and disempowerment. Dominating all of these
concerns is the ascendancy of China in Africa.
Said’s cautionary, however, that the reading of
another culture is man-made, highlights the fact
that ideas about cultures and history cannot be
understood without their configurations of power
also being studied. The binarisms of Orient and
the Occident (or here Africa and China) inevitably
‘have a history and a tradition of thought, imagery
and a vocabulary that have given them reality
and presence’ in Africa (Said in Williams and Chrisman:132).
For those who subscribe to a reading of other
without agency, in a context of a currently
maligned Orient, the Occident and South Africa
contribute to constructed imaginings of what they
are perceived to represent. Ultimately all remain
fictions, incomplete and in process. None can be
represented or defined and none can in fact know
themselves, the latter resulting partly from a
perpetual construction by the other.
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In referencing real or imagined, extant or intended
Chinese transgression, South African artists assume
agency as critics and mirrors of society, reflecting
on what they intuit and observe, the acceptable or
unacceptable in their midst. (Becker 2001:57). One could
argue that a new orientalism has emerged which
establishes a register of China and Chinese-ness
in terms of its perceived difference and presumed
flaws: its imperialism and possible colonialism; and
its assumed predatory nature in Africa that impacts
on indigenous rights to resources - mineral, water,
fishing rights -and perceived economic integrity.
This is extended to possible unchecked industrial
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Daniel Halter
b. 1977 | ARTIST | CAPE TOWN, SOUTH AFRICA

I have been using the cheap, Chinese-made plastic-weave bags that have become synonymous with migrants
all over the world, as a material in my artwork for some time. Known as 編织袋 or bianzhidai in China and
red-white-blue bags in Hong Kong, these bags have taken on different monikers around the world reflecting
the immigrant demographics in different regions. Examples include: ‘Ghana Must Go’ bags in Nigeria, ‘Türken
Koffer’ or ‘Polen Tasche’ in Germany, ‘Chinatown Tote’ in the US, ‘Guyanese Samsonite’ in the Caribbean,
‘Bangladeshi Bag’ in the UK, and ‘Shangaan or Zimbabwe Bag’ in South Africa.
In Ghana and most of West Africa we call it the “Ghana must go” bag. This designation resulted from the
various expulsions of immigrants that Ghana and Nigeria engaged in between the 1960’s and 1980’s. Many
were only able to pack their belongings in such bags before fleeing, expelled with barely hours or days notice.
Thus “Ghana must go’ is ironic at best and has mocking overtones at worst. Alternatively in Ghana, and
humorously, they are called “Efiewura Sua Me”, literally “help me carry my bag”.

Patterns of Migration
2015
Found plastic-weave bags, custom-made tartan
fabric, mannequin legs and Adidas ZX Flux CLOT
1830 x 350 x 500 mm

Daniel Halter was born in Zimbabwe in 1977, and is based in Cape Town, South Africa. In 2001 he graduated from
the University of Cape Town with a BFA. Halter’s artistic practice is informed by his position as a Zimbabwean living
in South Africa. Using materials ubiquitous to South Africa and Zimbabwe, Halter employs the language of craft
and curio as a visual strategy to articulate his concerns within a fine art context. Through this, as well as through
photography and video, Halter addresses notions of a dislocated national identity and the politics of post-colonial
Zimbabwe within a broader African context.

ABOVE LEFT

ABOVE RIGHT

Go Out / Go Global (blue, red and black)

Zimbabwe (blue, red and black)

2016
Hand-woven archival inkjet prints
640 x 900 mm

2016
Hand-woven archival inkjet prints
800 x 1200 mm

Images courtesy the Artist.
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Daniel Halter – reference image, 2016
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Ella Raidel
b. 1970 | FILMMAKER | AUSTRIA

SUBVERSES China in Mozambique
2010
Single channel HD video
45 minutes
Colour, stereo

The geopolitical confluence of Africa’s natural resource capacity with China’s core
economic interests have created many contradictory scenarios. In the wave of
globalisation, the process of eliminating and reconstructing boundaries triggers
conflicts and struggles for power between local and foreign forces.

Ella Raidel was born in Gmunden, Austria in 1970. She is a researcher and filmmaker working in experimental documentary films in Europe, Asia
and Africa. Her work focuses on the cultural phenomena of globalization circulating in various domains – the private and the public, the domestic and
the cooperative, the mass and multitude – to present as experimental video, video installation, and films. She has also written on cultural studies, film
aesthetics, art theory, Sinophone film, and other cross-disciplinary subjects of urban space, mass media, and social practices.
Image and text courtesy the Artist.
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Ella Raidel’s essay film SUBVERSES China in Mozambique testifies to the
development of Chinese investments in Mozambique. It shows how Africa’s
colonial heritage is reaching a new climax with the arrival of Chinese firms,
subsidised in part by the World Bank, which are building Mozambique’s
infrastructure and changing the face of its cities. Newly constructed government
buildings, a football stadium, or the airport are just a few examples of how this
recent foreign-driven economic development is transforming the cityscape in

Maputo, for instance. These foreign entrepreneurs are not proceeding timidly;
they act in accordance with the rules of profit maximisation, importing their own
goods, construction materials, and manpower. Raidel’s film also reveals ruptures in
this colonialist narrative, in the form both of stories of Chinese immigration, which
– like historical islands – took place before the recent economic boom and of the
self-presentation of African poets. SUBVERSES China in Mozambique displays the
workers in Mozambique from within and without. Taking the voice of a Chinese
worker in Africa as a starting point, the film concludes with commentaries done
in the local slam poetry, which serve not only to underscore the presence of
subcultures in flux around the world, but also as footnotes to the film, referring to
the African oral tradition in the telling of history.
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